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1.

Introduction,

Hydrogen overvolt ge at a metal electrode has

been the subject of much investigation slice Piraai

discovered this phenomenon in 1884,# Corner one ex*

planatione have been advanced for this and related

phenomena, bat no adequate theory has emerged until

reoently.

The first important contribution to the study

of electrode phenomena was made in 1899 by Caspar!

(1) who studied systematically the evolution of

hydrogen at different metal electrodes. He succeed*

ed in placing the metals in a series of increasing

overvoltagee and this series corresponds to the order

of activity of the metal in catalyei±g reactions in

which hydrogen tais.es part, Caspar! also invest!*

gated electrolytic oxinations and reductions and

found that current density, duration of current,

nature of electrode, and the potential difference at

the surface of the electrode were i iportaat factors

in these reactions.

At the same time, aber (Z) was i investigating

these phenomena and he came to the conclusion that

hydrogen overvoltage was caused by a gas film obstr¬

uct! ig the passage of ions from the solution to the

electrode.
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An important contribution was made by i'afel (o)

in 1905, who discovered, that daring oathodic polari¬

sation in dilute sulphuric acid, the potential V at

an electrode aid the current density I are related

by the equation.
V = a + loI.

where a ana b are constants and b « ,107 at 12°G.

This formula was found to hold, particularly well in

the oase of mercury, but its applicability was

mashed in the caBe of other metals by secondary

effects# lafel beDdeved that the overvoltage was

caused by a back. SUM*## set up by the accumulation

of atomic hydrogen at the electrode* The liber¬

ation of molecular hydrogen must occur in two stages

(1) H+ +- 6 = H

($) H + H - H2

If (£) is relatively slow there will arise an

accumulation of atomic hydrogen near the electrode.

I'afel supposed that this atomic hydrogen was eleotro-

motively active and set up a potential uifferaaoe

according to the lerast formula.
E - E0 - f°s-fy

where 0 H ana 0 H+ represent the concentration of atomic
and icaic hydrogen. .low the value of 0 H in the

vicinity of the electrode will be determined by



(1) Ite rate of formation and (Z) its rate of combin¬

ation to form molecnles#

fafel writes

where a cannot "bo lees than i»

If the reaction is a bimolecular one as might bo

e>rpeeted» n«*B and this calculation gives b = 021 }

which is only a qaarter of the experimental valne, so

that the theory is unable to aecount for the elope of

the 3 - log I carves#

Of the numerous theories which have slice been

put forward, it is impossible to mention more than a

few *

fl) Attention has been repeatedly drawn to the

parallelism of the order of the cvervoltagss of metala

with the order of their catalytic power. The most

significant paper is th t of Bonhoeffer (4) who

Investigated the catalytic otion of the met .Is on

the combination of atomic hydrogen In the g aseoue

— -dS.H s

Jit
in the stationary state

K(c»r

or X - " *8^1
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state aad foaad a general agreement between the

catalytic power and the hydrogen overvoltage of metals*

(8) Overvoltages hare beea ascribed to the

tra isfer resi stance of a film of gas at the surface

of the electrode (S 6)* This theory has beea com¬

pletely disproved by Bowdea aad Hideal's observations

that the amount of electricity repaired to establish

overvoltage is extremely small (for hydrogen overvolt¬

age in oxygen-free solutions 6 x lO'7coulombs for C5#l

volt change of potential) and is much less than would

be required to form a film of gas covering the surface*

(3) Of other theories put forward we may

mention those in which overvoltage is regarded as a

measure of the energy required on account of surface

forces to form gas babbles from a supersaturated

solution* She work of Qlasstone (8) may be taken as

typical of this view*

It has long beea regarded as significant that

in Tafels* relation, the constant b is twice the

factor which appears eo frequently in electro¬

chemical calculations* fhis value was confirmed by

Ear lei ne (9) and Bowdea (10J and rece itly Bowdea has

shown that the dependence on the temperature iadi-

outed by the relation b-^holds fer both hydro-
gen and oxygen*/



Until recently, ao satisfactory explanation of the

factor 2, fcae bee i given.

It will be observed, that In the theories

mentioned above, it has been assumed that the proces

H+ + f =■ H, tahes place instantaneously and does

not affect the overvoltage. It was thus assumed

that this transfer can occur at any rate fixed by

the current density and at the reversible hydrogen

potential. The condition, however, under which

electrons say be transferred from an electrode to

reducible substances in the solution or adsorbed at

the electrode surface were first examined by Butler

(11), who supposed that the existence of a potential

difference V at the surface effectively reduced the

thermionic wort, function at the cathode to <f> - fV
and the rate of tra isfer Of electrons from the metal

to reducible molecules of concentration x at the

surface is given as

i . («•»-*
According to thie equation a dlepl cement of

the potential differ© ice from the reversible value

would be a necessary condition for the passage of a

current, but the factor J^i) ~ is only
half that required for the meatoreatent of hydrogen

overvoltage, Sraey Sruz. and Volmer (12) made use

of a similar equation. They suppose that before
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escaping from the metal a .id neutralising the hydro¬

gen ioae ia the solution, electrons mast acquire aa

activation energy U » la the absence of a potential

difference the number esoaping is
1 = K^e""

They supposed that oaly a fraction <* of the potent¬

ial difference V, at the surface, w.£ effective ia

modify lag t is rote ai.. gave the aquation
x _ U - ot-FV

l = Kc e *T

v.hich is ia ac -ordance with experiment if <x = o-s.

Garaey (1) has receitly examined the process of

electron transfers from an iaert electrode to ions ia

the vicinity on the basis of quantum mechanics.

coordiag to the treatment of electron transfers

from electrodes to ions, first ; or led oat by

Oliphaat and Moon (14),.actual contact between the

ions and the electrode is not necessary for neutral¬

isation, but this may take place at a ulstance of a

few molecular diameters, by the electron making a

spontaneous transition from aa occupied level ia the

metal to aa unoccupied energy level in the li>a«

Consider the surface of aa

electroue i.l» The energy lev¬

els of the electrons are re-

i

presented li-Li. The work

function, <j> , is the negative
Ti£. 1.



energy of the highest occupied level with respect to

the e isrgy of an isolated electron# It is supposed

that the electron, density, in the metal is represented

by a wave f notion, which will not vanish at the sur¬

face of the metal, hot will die away exponentially and

since the number of electrons incident on unit area of
30

the boundary from inside the metal is about 10 per

sec#, then there exists a high probability of tr nsitlea

of electrons from the metal to vacant levels (X in fig I)

of equal energy in neighbouring ions# this process,

however# can only take place if the icaisatioa

poteati .1, I, of the ion {when neutralised) is more

negative than the work fa ustioa <f> of the metal - that
neutralisation of p sitive I Oft# and for the

reverse process - transfer of electrons from neutral

atom to the metal 4> I

In the case of ions in a solvent, however, the

ease is more complicates.. Owing to the energy of

hydration, the ion has lost potential energy due to the

interaction of its charge with the charges of the

solvent molecules# leutral atoms formed by the

neutralisation of ions, ire not hydrated in this way,

and this potential energy (v;) must he replaced when the

ion le neutralised, ..'he gain of energy of a oositive

ion on neatrailsatiSH now i £+=!+- W+
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instead of I# aad whet a negative ioa loses aa ele*

otroa the lose of eiergy is E _ = I_ - W_

These conditions are represented by displacing the

ioalsatioa oote itial l i the diagram (fig. 8).
T
w

\

T
t

1

_JJ
M

> Y-X M

*
W

ht
i

positive ions Ti&.Z. negative ions.
The conditions necessary for discharge of

positive aid xegative ioat that become

^ < E + ^ > £ _

How if there ie a potential difference V at

the surface of the eleotroae, (V being negative

whea the metal ie leg&tive with re, poet to the

solatioa) the transfer of electroas from the oathone

to the solution ill be assisted aad the tr iiefer

of electrode from the solatioa to the metal will

be hinderen, so that the work, function ^ effect¬

ively becomes 4 + V tov the cathodic process and

<f> + V for the anodic process aad the conditions

for electron tr;ate far now are

Z+ > j> f V
for discharge of positive

lots* ioas#
To take one partical r process - the discharge

+ The coaveatiot with regard to the sign of the

pote tial used here ie the opposite to that employed

by Guraey#

E_ < <j> f V
for di echarge of negative



of B+ at t he cathode - the rate of electron tra isfer

depends on the number of occupied electron levels

in the metal which coincide with unoccupied levels

of the hydrogen ions# Guraey has estimated the

probabilities of transfer between given limits and

obtained the relation
/£'~<v(e-e -*v)/kt ce-el/xt -aw*'/* v^TE /c

i = JE e .e .e ' . db
and on integrum ng, emitting the unimportant terms

and talcing logs,
1oi = ** ^V -f- constant".

Iceording to tide expression jOL, s= _>££ , i.e.
oL(h& i) £

half the ex- erimental slooe# In order to explain

this, Gctraey makes use of the J*raaloCoadoa prin¬

ciple to take into aooon it the forces between the

discharged hydrogen atoms and the solvent# fhe

forces between hydrogen atoms and water are rep¬

ulsive at all dicta ices a m consequently the pot¬

ential energy of the hydrogen atom immediately after

neutralisation will be positive# '"a this account,

Guraey has shown that a factor y »®#t be intro¬
duced into the calculation, givi ig

lob l = *" & — £ — +• constant".& A tKT r

y is known to be greater than 1 and if equal to
2, the experimental retails are evidently accounted

for#

According to this equation# the rate of transfer

of electrons from the electrode to i.ns in tie
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eolation at the reversible electrode potential

is given by _ _ ,w
T> Eg Pt~ CVq

i0 = K e m

Since the electrode remains at the reversible

potential without the passage of any current in the

external circuit, then it is obvious that some reverse

process most take place whereby electrons are trans¬

ferred in the opposite direction - from atoms or

molecules in the solatia to the eloetroae.

consideration of the possible sources of this flow of

electrons suggests

fl) Ionisation of Hydrogen molecules

(2) Ionization of Hydrogen adsorbed at the surface.

(Z) Ioaisation of atomic Hydrogen dissolved in the

metal according to the scheme

Mechanisms for the transfer of electrons to the

electrode could, be constructed on the basis of any

of the above sources, but a study of the energy

quantities involved in the different stages of

such reactions would have to be made.

Mterantively* experimental 'investigation could

decide which process would most 'likcy take place.

With regard to the loss of electrons by hydrogen

molecules, it has been found that the ioaisatioa

potential of molecular hydrogen is 15.3 *- volts.
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According, then, to the view of Gurney, such a transfer,

adder the conditions existing at electrodes ill solut-

i • ns, is .i t possible, farther, the E z loa is -ro-

bably unstable, for the energy of dissociation is
of H +

2,6 e-volts aid the energy of hyar&tion/is 6,5 6-volts.
Wo information about similar energy quantities

for adsorbed atoms or molecules ooald be obtained,

bat the phenomenon of activated adsorption, discovered

by Taylor, la which considerable quantities of heat

are invo.ved, suggests a change of the energy contents

of adoerbed atoms or molecules, and it is, therefore,

possible, that Carney's conditions may then be

aatiefied,

I'he matter can be studied experimentally by

finding the conditions, under which anodic currents

may be obtained at electrodes at potentials at which

negative ions cannot be liberated# for this purpose

it has been necessary to mahe a thorough study of the

anodic and cathodio polarisation of electrodes with

a large range of current densities and in solutions

saturated with hydrogen end oxygen, The results

are presented under the following headings, and any

further introductory considerations which are necessary

will be dealt with la the appropriate section.

(1) The anodic and cathodic polarisation of platinum

electrodes, with current deieities greater than

1 X 10 J0/Hp /iKv1.
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(2) The anodic and cathodic polarisation of gold

electrodes,

(3) Slsctrooremioal periodicities at platinum

electrodes,

(4) Decay of hydrogen overvoltage at mercery

electrodes*
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or3mental,

• Methods of . ..e:.snr erne,it ♦

(1) Rapidly ohangiag notentials•

A photographic Method making aee f aa Einthove

Galvanometer wae e .ployed for observi lg rapidly

changing potentials. the range and sensitivity

of the instrument were greatly increased hy use of

the amplifying properties of the thermionic v lve.

The arrangement of apparatus shown in Jl.. 3 was

finally need.

The electromoti ae force to be me asarea a

pplied betv/eea the filame it and grid of the valve

and the anode cor eat s passed thr- n the
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galvanometer fibre suitably chanted. n Osram valve

L 210 was f 3n<i to be suitable when employed with

a grid bias of -3 volts aid anode voltage of 54 volts#

She sensitivity ean be varied within wine limits by

means of the shnat 8. Usually when the to

be observer, varied over a range of 3 volts, the shunt

resistance w s 20 ohms. The recording and timing

part of tie apparatus was the standard equipment

supplied by the Cambridge Instrument Co,, for use

with the Kinthovea Galvanometer.

A calibration was obtained on each record by

first connecting the grid of the valve by a flexible

lead with the potent!oraeter circuit, through mercury

oup A. The .1 v It ratio dial of the potentiometer

when turned, gave horizontal lines on the record

corresponding to each 0.1 volt.

The sensitivity of the apparatus, under the

above conditions, is about .02 volt aid tine inter¬

vale of ^3 sec. nay be estimated. The period of

the galvanometer system is about 533 sec. The

above arrangement of the apparatus is more suitable

for measuring changes of potential than the ordinary

direct methods, for the current ta.ien by the grid is

quite small - of the order lO'^amp.
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( ) aio-.ly changing potentials*

For the measurement of co nstnnt or slovrly

changing potentials the Liaderoaan electrometer was

employea arranged as in fig* 4.

_ tTest Electrode.n„ ~1
_ j—Oj^ V7i

-wy-
A
hi

• Sfoadftrct
K*lf- Cell.

-+-0

T
W-
I
I

T

= E

To!"entiotr\el"er. Fi^4.
L is a Liadenana electrometer, the noodle of

which can be connected either to the test electrode (B)

or to earth (A). hen the needle is earthed, a :.ero

point can be fixed on the eyepiece scale of the

microscope provided for observing the end of the

needle» Shis suae reading may be repr duced, when

the needle is coniected to the test electroae, by

adjusting the voltage read! ..g of the pote iti master,

which is placed in series between the ete idard half

cell ana the earth co.i action* 'J?he readi ig on the

pots iticmeter gives directly the voltage nor se the

test electrode and the standard half cell. The

apparatus i: electrostatic and its capacity is low

and is therefore suitable fcr .neaeuri i£ decay of

overvolt ge. - he seititivity is bout .001 volt.
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(3) Measurement gad control of polarising c urroat.

Cathode. I. A" |

^ ♦{,( ^ HJ
AtWe. tt^oU5 S- C.
—

-vwwwvwwwwv/ tAAMAA —

t Fi^ 5. ;I. Potentiometer.
The arrangement for sapplyi ig aaci co itrolling

the polari si ag carre.it to the cyst era is sh own in

fig. 5» The * attery ' IB an EVerBa .dy wireless cry

battery *138 -volts. B represents a biak of grid

leafcs and for small currents a variable resists ice

of i to 15 meg-ohms may be iaserted. The oarreat

flowing ia the circuit is determined by measuring,

with the oteiti meter, the fall of potential dot?a

the leaown resistance cJ - tusually 110 ohms).

(4) The Staiuard Half-cell•

The poteatial of the tost electrode was always

measured against a aorraal rasreuroue sulphate half-

cell Eg] Hgj^SO^ , ft/. A/a^SO^ , which bad a poteatial
of +.377 volts rei tive to the lormal calomel

.electrode. hi ice the normal calomel is *.282 v.Its

relative to the standard hydrogen electrode, the

measured values of potential of the test electrode

were reduced to the standard hydrogen scale by

addi ig *,66 volts.



It was foaad eseoatial to iisolate the whole appar¬

atus by placiig it oa glass plates standing oa

bloolcs or paraffia wax#
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Klectroiyeis Cells,

The types of cells asod,are illustrated ia

fig. 6, A, B, C, L#

0/

OUrvciAr!
kklfcell.

SSC3SB—V

r

A-

MwkIMI
cell.

=<£==tI

-n p

c.

J"

it

V-UjVac. Patrt|>.

<5tliwUi'cl
k.ty cell.

V
V

B.

H*jVAC

^/tliercarij
JJfcn<Ur<i Seilel itirrec.

r

i

D.

Fte? €> •

The dimeisioas of t' e oathoue part of the cells ..ere

aboat C" 2" aad of the aaode o rt 6" 1". la the

sin lost tyne of cell (A), a robber stopper fittiag

iato the viuer tabe carries (a) i list f or hydrogaa aa .
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purified solution, (b) a test electrode - platinum

or gold, (e) connection to standard half cell (d)

outlet for hydrogen, la type B, the test electrode

tahee the forra of a glass cap (ln ia diameter) with

platinum v/Ire ooaaectioa to supporting tub© aad aa

arrangement is provided, whereby mercury may be rail

lata the cap from the interior of a mass. Air oaa be

removed from this mercury by evacuating the reservoir

ana thei, by partly opening the tap to the cell,

allowing hydrogen to bubble through the mercury,

Type 0 cell resembled type A with the addition of two

platiaum electrodes in separate co .partmente at the

foot of the cathode part and type D represents a

variation of type 0 for use with mercury electrodes,

A mercury-sealed stirrer, driven by an electric motor,
■

was also fitted to this cell,

Experiments with oxygen saturated solutions were

carried out in a beafcer and in addition to the eleotrodes

an arrangement for passing oxygei through the e lutioa

was included.

Preparation of bolutioie•

I i order to obtain consistent results, particular}*

with electroaoe at negative potentials, it is esse itial

that oxygen should bo completely removed from the

electrolyte. The apparatus was arranged so that air



coaid be swept oat by a correct of pare hydro gen a ad

the electrolyte boiled at redacted press ire to remove

air aid be subsequeitly .saturated with hydrogen.

The apparatus used is eh own in fig* 7.

The electrolyte - m//o H^So^ used in most cases, w e

prep .-red b. the diloti a of the analytical reagent

coneeatrated salphorio acid with distilled water*

A Ge ico Ayvac pa:ap reduced the pressor© in the

flask 3 so that the salphorio aciu s lotion boiled

vigorously. la bout 2 ::il is, vhea boiliig

practically ce sed, a slow stream of hydrogen was

al.owed to pass into the flask, at a rate sufficient to

keep the solution well ttirreu, and the presto., e about

1 cm. of mercury. This treatment was continued for

at least 3 hours. The pumping . s then stow ed and

hydrogen slowly admitted until the ressure retumeu

to .t not- !' eric* During the whole ti :e : hyar \;:ea s
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-f

passed along the upper tube, T, to displace air from

the cell, the taps leading from the cell being moment¬

arily opened at intervals throughout the treatise it

The electrolyte was subsequently drawn into the cell

by the ap location of gentle suction at the outlet

tube S.

Hydrogen was generated by the action of Sine { \R)j
on 1"V Hydrochloric acid (A.R. ooaoe itrated diluted to

three times original volume). oid spray,

mechanically carried over, was absorbed in the U-tube

containing glass beads moistened with water or con¬

centrated sodium hydroxide solution.
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Anodic aid Gathouie Polari sation of Platlauia electrodes

with current densities greater than 1 ma, cm.

Previous experiments on electrolysis in sal baric

acid solutions saturated with hydrogen and with oxygen

have be on recaitly carried out by Bowdea and Bidtu.1 il)

and Bowdea (10) and it will therefore be necessary to

soma,-.rise the results of their investigations#

.Platl ium Electrodes in M / io sfllj?huriCL aoici saturataa
■tilth hydrogen*

(1) On starting a current between electrodes in this

solution, the cathode potexxtial increases linearly with

titie, and the quantity of electricity required to

establish the hydrogen overvoltage is about 1.8*1"!"*
coulombs per volt increase for platinum electroues of

1 eq. cm. apparent area. Comparison with the tame

quantity for mercury electrodes showed that these

electrodes had an effective area of about 3 sq. ens.

if it can be assumed that the mercury surface is per¬

fectly plane.

(2) When a platinum electrode, serving as ca hode,

is suddenly made anodic, the potential falls very

rapidly to the reversible hydrogen potential and then

linearly from this value ( = - o osv. ) to about *2.0

volt, (corresponding to a considerably oxygen over-

voltage) with a slight pause at +0.61 volt. The

behaviour is/
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illustrated ia fig, 8 carve 1, Excluding the arrest

at 0.61 volt, the quantity of eleotricity required for

F.£. s.
(3) When the anodic carre it at this electrode is

stopned the potential rises rapialy to *1.4 volt and

then more slowly. At this point the current is

reversed, and the potential rises linearly to *.61 volt
•f

a id reiaaL as constant while 7 x1G~ coulombs are passed.

The poteitial then rises again aad after 2.4 * l~f3oouloabs
are passed, reaches the reversibly hydrogen value, fig.

8, curve II, Excluding the arrest at +0,61 volt, the

qua itity of electricity required for the change is

3.2 x 11~3 co ulo:lb •
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(4) An electrode, which has bean made anodic and

cathodlc several times, differs from a cathode which

has never been anodic, Kvea at high current densities,

the hydrogen overvoltage does not reaoh a high value,

and on making the electrode aaodlo» it tends to remain

at the reversible hydrogen poteitial, and afterwards

change to the oxygen overvoltage in the usual way

(fig. 8 curve III)

Platinum electrodes in m/io sltlphurio acid

saturated with oxygen.

(1) After starting a current, the oxygen overvoltage

increases linearly with ti e and the quantity of

electricity required to establish oxygen overvoltage

is 3% * 10~*coulomb per volt increase for electrodes

of 1 sq» cm, apparent area*

(2) On making the electrode oathodic, the poteitl.il

falls linearly to about +0,62 volt and the amount of

electricity required for the efca ige is 1xlo"3 coulomb,

l'he potential remal is constant at *0,62 volt for a time

depending on previous a ionic polarisation and then

passes to the reversible hydrogen value.

(i?) If, after catholic polarisation, the circuit is

ope ied, then the oteatial remains for a short time at

the reversible hydrogen value ana quickly falls to

constait value +0,67 volt. After anodic polarisation
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the potential riees very slowly and takes several days

to reach this same steady value.

Bowdea considers that the values ->0.61 volt sad

♦•^.87 volt are the equilibri m potentials of aa oxide

of pi tintra in contact with hydrogen and oxygen

saturated eolation. +0.61 volt would probably

represent the redaction potential of the oxide to

platinum and water. It is also suggested that the

change of potential from the hydrogen to the osygen

revsrsibly value, or vice versa, involves the removal

and subsequent deposition of a xayer of gas adsorbed

on the accessible metal atoms in the electrode surface*

$09 this the constant quantity of electricity 3x1 ~3
coulomb is required.

I • Experiments with latinam 11 ectrou.es in fi/ie sulphuric

acid saturated with Hydrogen•

A cell of the form represented by type A (fig 6)
k

was generally used in these experiments. Platinum

electrodes, having aa apparent area of 1 sq. cm. were

employed, 1?he D series of results were obtained with

an electrode (0.5 cm.x 1cm) having both sides exposed to

the solution and the f series with em electrode (1cm xlea)

coated with paraffin wax on one sine.

In most experiments, the folio ing procedure was

adopted.
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(1) Electrode made cathode.

(2) Polarising curre it stopped aad reversed as

quickly as possible.

(3) k iodic oarreat maiataiaed aatil potential reached

a coastaat value. corresponding to aa oxygen overvoltage.

(4) Oarreat stopped and reversed agala.

(5) Cathodic o irredt stopped, whea coaetaat poteatial

above revarslbly hydrogea value was reached.

f6) Polarising oarreat measured.

The resaltiag changes of pote itial of the test

electrode, recorded by the String Galvanometer arraage-

meat (fig 8) generally give a carve of the type

Illustrated la fig 9.

+2k

Second. Second.

r



The poteatial of the reversible hydrogen electrode

in M /'° sulphuric acid is *0#06 volt and this is

represented by AB, EC shows the lias r increase of

poteatial with time, after the polarising earreat is

started. Preliminary experiments, at lower earreat

densities th&nt he above, showed that the quantity of

electricity required per volt increase of overvoltage
-5

was about 1,2 x 10 coulomb, indicating that the

effective area of the eleetroue (D), is about 2sq, one*

t E current is stop ed a id the poteatial falls rapidly

to J, above the reversibly hydrogen value, where the

current is reversed, The carve Of the ensuing change

of potential sho s definite fereafce at about *0.4 volt

and *1,2 volt, and finally an oxygen overvoltage is

reached at H* JiC shows the vari *tion of potential

of the test electrode, when the polarising current is

again reversed.

It will, however, be necessary to examine, in more

detail, the changes of potential at an electrode after

the reversal of a polarising current, Pig 10 shows

the results of a number of experiments on the change

of potential of electrodes D aid £ polarised aaoaloally

after a previous oathodic polarisation for a length of

time sufficient to establish the hydrogen overv Itage,



Clhe figures after the serial number of the curve

refer to the polarising current density in milliaaps3
In the course of the curves, si:c stages can be

distinguished, which are differently developed in the

different curves #

(1) Before the anodic current was started, the

potential of the electrode was #2 or »'<5 volt, snore

negative than the reversible hydrogen value, due to

previous oathodlc polarisation# ' i starting the current-

making the electrode anodicf the potential falls at a <

rate, agreeing with that obtained f or the establiehme it

of hydrogen poteitial. The value at which this rapid



fail of potential comes to an end is displaced towards

positive values, depending on the current density, as

can be seen la 3L g 10.

(2) The initial rapid fall of potential is succeeded

"by a pause during which the potential remains nearly

constant ( ^5• ) or changes slowly ( Ti. Fj ). for

curveDicj, the eleotroue received no initial eathodio

polarisation and the halt is very short.

(3) The next stage shows a more rapid and linear fall

of potential, from about +0.6 to +1*0 volt.

(4) A much slower rate of decay is encountered between

+1.0 and +1.4 volt aid the length of this stage becomes

shorter as the currant density is increased. At a

current density of 36.* ID"3 a.ap# the pause could not

be observed on the photograph,

{5) The rate of fall of potential again increases

and is greater as the eurre it density is increased.

(6) The electrode finally takes up a constant

potential +1.8 to +2*2 volte depending on current density,

and this value corresponds to a high oaygea overvoltage.

Curves Ih a id Qi on the same diagram, show tbe

variation of potential of electrodes which had not been .

previously cathodioally polar!sea.

When the electrode attained a eteauy oxygen over-

voltage, the polarising curre it was stopped ana quickly
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reversed* typical carves for the succeeding changes

of potential are presented in fig 11#

Second.

T<x. u.

Daring the time the circuit is opex, the potential

rises to 4-1*6 volts. The current is started at this

point and generally the potential changes rapidly to

ahout-fO.6 volt, A marked "break; then succeeds, the

position of which depends on the polarising current

density, as can "be seen in Table I*
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Table I.

Current Density (amp) Position of Break,

1,95 * 10"3 ^•6

11,4 x 10~3 +.36

13.8 * 10_i + .31

36.0 x 1Q'3 +.22

The potential then rises nearly linearly to a value

above the reversible hydrogen potential. It 1b

significant that this potential Is not so high as the

original hydrogen overvoltage at the same current density*

The length of the break on the return-cathode corves

(fig.11) dopenas to some extent on previous anodic

polarisation, as the following results show.

Table II.

Ariodic polarisation (coulombs) Quantity (coulombs) of1
electricity passed while
potential remains at
value of break,

9.7 x 10

18.2 *10

32.8 xlO

82.0 x10

-3

-3

-3

.16 * 10'

1.4 * 10

2*6 * 10

7.2 * 10

-3

-3

-3

The effect of current density on the position of

the break was, at the same time, investigated,

from table I it is evident that the effect of

increased current deasi ty is to displace the position



of the break; upwards. At lower correat densities, the

break should appear at still lower values. The following

experiment was tried in order to establish this dis¬

placement 1he electrons was given a fairly long

anodic polarisation so that, on making cathodic, the

potential should remain for a considerable time at the

value represented by the break. If the cathodic current

is stopped at soaie point when the potential is at the

break, then the potential should change to some equilib¬

rium value, dependent on the state of the electrode

surface and independent of the effect of current. i?ig

12 shows the result of such an experiment at a correat

density of 13.6x lo~3 amp.

+•4

+•«
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The position of the break corresponds to *0.43 volt and

on stoppi ig the oathodlc current, the potential immed¬

iately changes to *0.85 volts. This value agrees with

the/
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value *0*87 volt given by Bowden and wfcioh, he suggests,

is the equilibri im potential between platinum oxide

aad oxygen in solution* She aisplacement of this

equilibrium is apparently due to the effect of the

curre it*

2, Sxperimaats with Platinum Electrodes in who.

r ...a..Ti ... , .... ■ ,...r ,, , n .n. n. ^ , .. tm | urn 1

sulphuric acid saturated with oxyge i.

The behaviour of platinum electrodes on anodic

aad oathodio polarisation ia wjio sulphuric acid
saturated with oxygen is shown ia fig 13*

Seconds.

?i£. 13.

On anodic polarisation, the potential falls rapidly to v

about *2*0 volt (the slower rate of Dll is probably due

to traces of hydrogen from previous polarisation) and
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oxygen le liberated, then the current is stopped, the

potaitial quickly rises to *1,6 volts and on reversing

the current, a rapid rise to about *0,8 volt takes

place. This leads to a break which becomes horizontal

at *,36 to *,5 volt depending on polarising current

density, The potential subsequently rises nearly

linearly to a,value above the reversible hydrogen

potential, v/hea the o&thodie current is stopped, the

potential fails coraparitively slowly to *0,3 volt and

then more rapidly and finally reaches *0,83 volt close

to the original value, D 12, fig 13 shows the

behaviour of the electrode on cathodio polarisation

without previous anodic polarisation. This curve

reproduces the break at *0,45 volt and agrees closely

with the corresponding parts of Pll aid D13.
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Pi soasel on.

When a curreit 1b passed between eleatrodce in

sulphuric acid solution, the initial change of potential

at aa electrode may be completely explained by the

assumption that a molecular doable layer oonneaeer is

set up at the electrode-electrolyte laterface. Jfo

transfer of electrons (or positive lone) occurs across

the electrode boundary so that the whole of the current

Is employed in chaagi ig the potential between the two

sides of the double layer and the change i>£ potential

with time is given by the equation
-p, 11/37t 1

where i is the current flowing at the electrode, and 3

is the rate at which the charge of the double layer

increases with potential differs ice. The process is

shown by XY in fig 14#
-9

F i& ■

According to Bowden'e measurements, B has the vain
-(o

6.0x 10 coulombs for the establislnae.it of hydrogen

overroltage at a mercury surface of 'lsq# cm# area#

This initial rapid increase of potential XY is

followed by a comparitively slow, short transition

stage Y2 • luri ng thlfe process the value of B

e
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falls off to sere aid hence part of the current mast

be utilised ia the transfer of electrons aoross the

doable layer. Let the amount of current ased ia the

transfer be denoted by %! aad this may be oalled the

depolarisation current. At aiy poiat on the carve

YZ we have

= i - i'

aad i progressively chaagea from aero at Y to a value

close to the external polarising eorre it. When i '
does equal the polarising current, ao increase ia the

poteatial difference between the two sides of the

doable layer occurs aad ^ = 0. This state (au)
corresponds to free evolution of hydrogen (or oxyge 1

ia the case of anodic polarisation) aad to complete

depolarieatioa.

Let as now consider the general effect of a

depolarlser. We have seen that the rate, at which

electron transfers may occur from an electrode to

reducible ions of co iceitratioa x in the vicinity, or

from negative ions to an electrode, is governed by an
i AV

equation of the type 6 = Kxe (page S. ) and hence

we may assume that the value of i ' is governed by a

similar equation i' = K.xeaV , • hen therefor© a

polarising onrreit i is passed, the poteatial will
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change rapidly until i 1 becomes coaporable to i *,

and when i = i' ♦ jjr will be zero* A terra of this
kind will give rise to ,a eaauen change from a rapid

fall of potential to an almost constant break. i?or

equal concentrations of depolarizer* the greater the

value of i 1 , the greater will "be the value of 7 when
11/

the state = 0 is reached* Jaw* iz the concentration

of the depolarisen* diminishes - either through depletion

of the araoant already present, or if it is used up

faster than it can diffuse from the eolation, this

means that the quantity* xt in the equation i'= Kxe0^
will diminish, end the value of V mast increase in order

that i' will remain practically equal to i. (The

quantity of current required to produce the change of

Y is negligible compared with i}«

On the basis of the above hypothesis, it is now

possible to interpret the changes :-f potential oocuring

during anodic polarisation of an electron® in hydrogen

saturated solutions (fig 13} The pote rtial falls

first rapidly according to B^| » i find represents the
discharge of the molecular double layer ooadeneer*

When the point A is reached, the first depoiarisation

process is encountered* The position of the point

depends on the polarising current density* The

potential, at first, remains nearly constant (D4) and ,
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as the depolariser is used up, a more rapid fall occurs

a .til a second Blow stage at B is reached. Here

another depolarieatloa process is e icouatered aad the

general shape is repeated. i?iaalLy the pote itial

drops to the value at which oxygen is liberated, aad

the discharge of negative i as takes place with complete

depolarieatioa.

It is now necessary to disouse the nature of the

depoiarisatioa processes occurring at *0.4 and *1.2 volts,

aad the source of the uepolariser, The discharge of

negative ions resulting la the formation of oxygen

can lot occur to an appreciable extent until the

potential *1.65 volts is reached. She depoiarisatioa

processes observed at *0.4 and *1.2 volts must therefore

be due to some other cause. In the case of curve DID,

in which the electrons received no previous cathouio

polarisation, the break at +0.4 volt scarcely appears

so that the first break is apparently due to depolari-

8ati a by hydrogen, produced in the previous catr.oaic

polarieatio i, giving up electrons to the electrode.

C a the other hand, break B always ap ears within the

range of current densities and is possibly caused by

the depolarising action of molecular hydrogen in the

Bolution.
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The return-cathode curves (fig 11, 13) must now be

considered oa the basis of the same theory. The

carves show oily o ie break, the positioa of whioh varies

between *0.2 v It and *0.6 volt, depending oa the

polarising a orreat density. The first stage - a sharp

rise of potential from *1.6 to about *0.8 agrees with

the equation B * l and therefore corresponds to

a discharge of the double layer ooaaeaeer. A depolxri-

sation process begins at *0.8 volt and in the case of

typical curves, D5 In hydrogen saturated solution aid

D14 in oxygen saturated eolation, a nearly horizontal

break, denoting steady depolarication is eicountered

at *0.35 volt# The discharge of hydrogen ions cannot

take place at potentials more positive thai -0,1 volt

in this solution, so that the depolarisation observed

must be due to seme other cause. The process

represented by this break has been found to take place

at an equilibrium potential of *0.86 Volts, .hen no

currant flows. It has also been established that the

length of the break depends oa tine of previous

polarisation in the case of hydrogen saturated solutions

and therefore the depolaris ,tion can only arid® from two

possible Causes.

(1) The reduction of an oxl-e of platinum by a process

such as: PtOx + 4H+ + 41 = Pt + ZHxo.
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f2) I'he ionisatioa of oxygen at the sarfaoe of the

electrode - 0,. + 4H+ +86 = 4 0H~ - the process

which -would oocor at the reversible oxygen electrode.

Bowden, (10), in his experiments, gave the position

of this break as *0.62 volt and suggested that it was

doe to the redaction of an oxide. A consideration

of the free energy changes associated with these

processes might indicate which possibility is most in

accordance with the facts.

Let AFJ, dFx and AF3 represent the free e xergy

changes in the reactions.

(1) Oj * ZHX - 2Ht0 -AF,
(2) Pt + Oz = PtOt ~AF2
(3) PtO, + 2Ht = Pt + 2Ht0 -AF3

We have Afs = AFf — AFj. and A F, will be

determined by the 3.M.#. of the oxygen, hydrogen call

and ^Fjby the system PtOj | aqueous solution j E% .

2he potential difference of the platinum oxide electrode

will thus be above or below the oxygen potential at an

inert electrode according as -AF3 is negative or

positive. As the calculated potential is *1.23 volt;

for the oxygen electrode and the observed potential is

♦0.86 volt, then it follows that platinum oxide could
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only be formed with a considerable decrease of energy

and the oxide wo aid be ap preciable stable#

On general grounds, we might expect two breaks if

aa oxiae is formed# la fact# the return eathoue

eorveB obtained daring similar experiments (detailed

later) with gold electrodes, show two breads at ♦O.I?

and *0.2 volt the lower of which is probably doe to the

redaction of a visible film of oxide of gold.

She evidence is therefore strongly against the

existence of an oxide of platinum onder the experi¬

mental conditions and it is thas probable that the

second of the two possible causes, namely, the ionlsation

of oxygen °t the surface of the electrode, causes the

depolarisation.
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affect of varying ?H of the solution on the Polarisation

corvee - Slectroraetric Titrations with Oxygen Electrodes,wmiilHHiifi' »,<■»».■»»■ ii' »*■ i ww 11 wmtwn mil mi w- wwwmiwwftWMwm W>iWiWw»WW!| n ■ >o»i ■mhiw 3wuiww»nw<.«W'iwj>ii—■ >m»mini»ii »■ n-'Mwmi'iii' m»

A number of similar experiments oa c&thodie and

anodic polarisation with piatinam electrodes in

M. sodium hydroxide were carried out and fig 15 shows

a comparison of the typical curves for M/10 sulphuric
acid and M* sodium hydroxide.

Ti&.ts.
The curves are of similar form, hut in the case

of sodium hydroxide solatia i, there is a displacement

of 0,7 - 0,8 volt to more negative potentials. This

displacement agrees with the difference in the

reversible hydrogen or oxygen potentials and indicates

that, the processes, occurring during the coarse of the

curves, are Influenced by PH •
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Slectrodes in oxygen saturated solutions 'behave

similarly and table III shows the potentials of

platinum electrodes in oxygen saturated solutions of

different PH .

Table III.

Solution Ph 1 2

tilio Ht$ou 1 *©.74 +0 .74

Citrate Buffer 3 *0.56 *0.55

Phosphate * 7 +0.45 +0. 46

M. J OH 14 *0*20 +0,21

Column 1 gives the potentials taken tip by the

electrode after passing oxygen through the solution

and column 2, the final values after cathodic polari¬

sation for 1 eeooid. The variation of electrode

potential with PH suggests a method for performing

electr©metric titrations. Ordinary oxygen electrodes

are known to give uncertain results. After anodic

polarisation the potential takes several hours to

arrive at a reasonably constant value near the reversible

oxygen potential. After oathodio polarisation in

solutions saturated with oxygen again several minutes

must elapse before an approximately constant value is

obtained. If, however, the electrode is given an
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aaodl© pilar!satioa at a current density of 5-100 ma,

per sq, cm, followed by a mo .eitary cathodic polari¬

sation at the earn© current density, the potential of

the electrode immediately takes ap a steady value,

close to the expected value for the reversible oxygen

potential. This method was found equally applicable

to solutions not initially saturated with oxygen. The

function of the anodic polarisation is to iberate

oxygen and saturate the electrolyte in the immediate

vicinity of the electrode. The suoceediag cathodic

polarisation brings the potential quickly back to the

break on the return-oa .hode curve, hen the cathodic

ourrent is stopped, the pote itlal oha iges immediately

to the reversible oxygen value ffig 12 page32 )•

for electrometric titrations the apparatus shown

in fig 16 was used.

The platinum test electrode 3 and an auxiliary

platinum electrode. A, are connected to a reversing

sv/itoh, R, in a battery circuit! 2 may therefore be

polarised anodically or oathodically and the voltage

of B should be sich that a polarising ourrent of at

least/

X

V
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&aa» £1 oV7b• Oxygen or air Is meanwhile babbled

through the solution, The voltage between the test

electro.aid the standard half cell, S# is measured

by the Liademaaa electrometer arraageme it.

Successful titrations (fig 17) have been

performed wi th sulphuric aoia and hydroohlorio acid

against apmox, 1 scdiam hydroxide and the results
for sulphuric acid are given in table IV.

Table IV.

o.c.N Sulphario acid V.(against N merourous
sulphate electrode.)

0 •0.476

3 —©.456

6 •0.459

9 •0.458

12 •0.455

15 -0.451

18 • .443

20 -0,427

21 -0 .415

22 •0.402

23 -0.388

24 •0 .364

25 *0.054

26 *0.073

30 *0,096
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fitration la the usual way, using phenolphthalein

as indicator, showed that 25e.c. of sodium hydroxide

solution were neutralised by 24.8c»c. sulphuric acid

s olat! oxi.

Several modifications to this method ?/ere later

adopted. She voltage across the standard oell and test

electrode could be measured by the usual pote ltiometriO

arrangement, but the results were sometimes erratic,

owing to the current taken from the platinum electrode

by the potent!.Meter# It is also unnecessary to

polarise anodically then eathodically after each adaition
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of acid (or alkali) bat it i8 better to do eot for

after a tine the electrode ceases to respond to

changes of PH

Using a valve electrometer as measuring instrument,

honours students successfully titrated nitric and

acetic acid with alkali by this method* Their

observation, that mechanical stirring could be used

in place of pass! lg air or oxygen through the solution,

revealed that the function of the gas is apparently

that of stirring the solution.
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'.godie aad Cathodio Polarisation of Sold gileotroaes•

la order to teet the theories of the "behaviour

of plati lum electrodes, developed ia the procoaiag

sectioa, similar experiments were attempted with gold
electrodes.

*1^ TSxper line ate with gold electrodes ia M/10 sulphuric

acid saturated v/ith hydrogen*

rfhe experiments were carried oat in the same way

as with platinum electrodes aad fig 18 shows the

"behaviour of a gold electrode whea aaodicaliy polarised

at various current densities, after a previous oathodic

polarisation.

Fi£. i0.
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After starting the anodic current, the potential

falls rapidly from about -9«3 volt to +0.5 volt and

then much more slowly and linearly at a rate depending

on the polarising current density to *1#4 volt, where

a break: occurs, the position of which also depends on

the current density# The potential subsequently falls

more rapidly to & value corresponding to a considerable

oxygen overvoltage#

./hen the anodic curreat at the electrode is

stopped, the potential rises rapidly to about *1.6 volt#
it this point, the current is reversed, and the potential

cha iges rapidly to about +0«9 volt, (fig 19) and a

marked break thea follows, the position of which uepeads

on the polarising current density# liter the break

the potential rises slowly and linearly to ♦0.3-+0.2 voltg

where a much less prominent break appears# The

pote itial subsequently changes almost linearly to a

value above the reversible hydrogen potential#
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She two series of curves show marked di flereaoee

to those recorded for mm electrodes. la the

case of anodic carves for gold electrodes (fig 18)

ao defialte break appears at *0*4 volt as ia the case

of platinum# The initial rapid fall of potential is,

however, succeeded by a aocfc slower process at *0*5 volt,

which must indicate some depolarising reaction* A

second depolarisatioa occurs at +1.4 volt and this,

ao doubt, eorrespoads to the break in the same

region observed with platinum electrodes.

In the case of the i*atarn cathode curves (fig 19)

two breaks appear at *0.9 volt and +0*2 volt, ia

contrast to the oae break at about §0*3 on the carves

for platinum electrodes*. The arrest at the more

poeltive value is undoubtedly due to depolarisatioa by

a film of oxide, for, oa continued anodic polarisatioa, :

a brown deposit is formed oa the surface of the gold.

On subsequent oathodic polarisation, the pote itial

remains at about +0*9 volt until the brown colour of

the oxide has disappeared. The couparitively short

second break is, by analogy with the break observed

near the same potential with piitiaom electrodes, due to

deoolarisation by oxygen produced ia the previous

anodic polarisatioa.

f81 Experiments with Gold Electrodes ia M/1Q

sulphuric acid eaturatea with oxygen,

The behaviour of gold electrodes on anodic and
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ontfcodio polarisation ia M/10 sulphuric aoidt

saturated with oxygei, is Bhowa ia fig 20*

L , . . : t 7

Ti£. 20.
The gold eleetroue la this solution takes ap a

poteitial of about +1.1 volt. Oa aaodio polarisation

the potential falls rapidly aad linearly to +1*6 volt

aad then juieh more slowly to a steady value about

+2.1 volt. Da reversing the current, the vari tioa

of poteitial of the eleotroae is also shown ia fig 20*

She breaks ocour at the same poteitials as with

hydrogen saturated solutions. G12 (fig 20) shows the

change of potential when the gold eleotroae was

polarised oathodloaliy without a previous aaodio

polarisation. The potentiul rises rapidly froa
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not ap -ear. 5!ho initial rapid ri se is followed by

a niuch slower increase %c 4**1 volt# At this point

an almost horizontal break is encountered aad the

potential vary sloxsly rises to a steady hydrogen

overvoltage about -0,2 volt# Carve 010, shows the

rate of decay of the hydrogen overvoltage aad C12'and
CIo', the rate of decay in a sulphuric acid s lutioa

containing a very small quantity of gold chloride#

Gold chloride apparently does not alter the course of

the anodic and oath.die polarisation curves, but

considerably increases the rate of ..ecay of hydrogen

ovorvoltage at the gold electrode#

{3 ) formation and decomposition of gold oxide.

The length of the break at +0#9 volt on the

return cathode curve, should, on the b&Bia of the

theory, give a measure of the a. no ant of gold oxide

formed during the previous anodic polarisation#

Earlier experiments over a comparitively short range

of haodic polarisations had given a remarkable

constant length of break - representing about 2 - Sx

10"5' coulomb- - on the return cathode curvet •

ioeordiagly, it was necessary to i investigate the

dependence of oxide formation on previous a iodic

polarisation*
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A gold electrode was aaodioally polarl©ed at a

current density of 4,4* 10~3 amp© for various times

ia M/10 sulphuric acid, hen the oarreat was stopped

the electrolyte was run off and oa addition of fresh

electrolyte, the length of the break on cathodio

polarisation of the electrode was observed. In the

ease of short periods, the length was recorded

photographically and for long periods visually on the

camera scale, for successive experiments at the

same length of anodic polarisation approximately the

some length of break was obtained,

fhe results are shown in Sable V and fig, 21,

fable V,

X length of Anodic
Polarisation (sees)

7 length of Break
(sees)

Ratio 7/1

30 1,2, 1*4 .043

60 1,8 .03

120 2,6 *022

300 6,0 •02

600 6.8, 0,0, 8,5 .013

1800 22, 23, 21 .012

3600 40 .011

5400 60 .mi
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It is suggested that after the first few eeooacis

of aaodle polarisation, the gold electrode becomes

completely covered with a film of oxiae. She efficiency

of the oxidation, ia the early stages is high, but as

the oxide coating is formed, the metal inside is

partially protected, so that the efficiency falls off

and soon reaches a steady value about 1; •

(^* Effect of Reducing Agents on the recovery of

potential of gold electrodes after 1 iodic polarisation.

After anodic polarisation, the natural recovery

of the potential of platinum electrodes ia h-'drpgea

saturated solutions took place to the reversible value



la the course of a few minutes# Oa the other hand, the

natural recovery la the case of gold electrodes was

exceedingly slow, aad fig 22 gives the result of one

experiment•

fig. zz
la 200 sacs the potential rises from *2#0 to *1.3 volt

- y
and even oa passing a oathonio current of 60x10 amp,,

600 sees are required before the reversible hydrogen

potential is established#

The rate of recovery of potential is probably

governed by the rate of decomposition of the gold oxide

formed daring the previous anodic polarisation# It

was, therefor^, of interest to investigate the effeot

of reducing agents, other than hydrogen, in retarding

the formation or assisting the decomposition of gold
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oxide# #ig 23 shows the recovery of potential of a

gold electrode after various times of a iodic polarisation

at IX lo"3 map in M/10 sulphuric acid contai.ii ig 2.7 gms

potassium ferrooyaaide per litre. On fig 24, the

effect of concentration of ferrooyaaide on the recovery,

after a constant anodic polarisation, is shown.

A 10 Seconds Anochc Polarnation. 3. 20 Seconds Anodic Ptlansoho O.
C. 30 Secondi Anodic Polarisation.

30 Second* previa is* flnoclic Pol a risoti o n
J. Solution containing Ferroc/antde pet litre. £ Solution contaimnJ^Z'lQr*. Ft-riocyamd e per li
F. Solution conUinin^SO^m.Peirocyamde pe, litre ■ H Solution containingJftbm fefroc/aiude perl

Fi^. 2tf.
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The iaittal aaodic polarisatioa c Images the

poteatial of the electrode to *2.1 volt aad oxygea is

evolved. fhea the current is stopped, the poteatial

rises rapidly to about *1.1 volt aad reiaaias steady for

a time depending oa the leagth of previous aaodio

polarisatioa, for equal ooaoeatratioas of ferrocyaaidet,

aad depeadlag oa the feroocyaaide coace itrati oa for

equal iaitial aaodic polarisations# 'fhe poteatial

fiaally rises to +0.6 volt, close to the origla&l value

for the electrode.

Similar axperimeats were performed with hydro-

quiaoae as rednciag ageat aad the results for both
series are collected ia fig 25#

Conte ntration of Ferrocyanide. ^ms, per lih~e

t;&. zs
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She equilibrium potential for the process

F«(CH)f - J'© (011); + ^ (a)
for the solution employed is about +0.6 volt. At

more positive potentials there is a considerable

tendency for this process to proceed in the forward

direct!on* giving electrons to the metal. Thus the

change of potential after polarisation will depend

largely on the rate at which electrons are given to th$

metal by ferrocya.idic ions. At *1.1 volt, however,

the redaction of the oxide film can take place, giving

rise to depolarization, according to

AuOx + xH+ + 2.*£ -> Au + iOH" 0»)
I ' . l\

The horizontal break at *1.1 volt is thus caused

by equilibrium between fl) the rate of transfer of

electrons from ferroeyaaide ions to the electrode, (E)
the rate of loss of electrons from the electrode by

process (b). When the oxide is completely reduced,

the potential again rises by process (a) until the

equilibrium potential of the solution is reached.



Sleotroche aioal Periodiolties at riatinoia gleetropes*

With the object of elucidating the depolarisation

effaote of hydrogen at electrodes, a number of experi¬

ments were carried oat, ia which platinum electrodes

were cathodieally polarised for a given length of time

aad after aa interval, email aaodio currents were

passed* la certain cases, it was found that the

potential after falling to abaat ♦1*1 volt, suddenly

returned to a value close to the reversible hydrogen

potential of the eolation*

In these experiments, a cell of type G, with

platinum electrodes of 1 sq. cm ap are it area aad

•^025 cm. thickness, was employed* The M/'lO sulphuric

acid electrolyte was rigorously freed from dissolved

air and saturated with hydrogen* The values of the

potential were observed by the Xlademaan Electrometer

arrangement and simultaneously the ti ie was noted on

a Venner Stop Watch*

In the first experiment, in which the periodic

effects were observed, the electrode (Z) had received

a number of cathodio polarisations, followed by

anodic polarisations 1th email currents* The

current wis stopped in each case before the potential

reached 4-1.1 volt, in order to avoid contaminating

the solution with oxygen. Ia the succeeding polari¬

sations, the electrode was cathodically polarised for
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5 mine at 3.6* 10~4 amp# immediately followed by an
_Y

anodic corre.it of 63 *3.0 amp# Corvee VIII sad

IX, fig# 26, show the result of two each experiments,

and in each eaee the potential was found to have

returned to -0.07 volt, hot not understanding the

unusc, the current was immediately etopped# In

experiment X, the observations were continued after

the sudden rise, and the effect was observed three

times. Immediately after the third, the current
_ y

was increased to 113x1" nap# -ad this brought the

process to an end* The readings on a nieroammeter,

placed in the polarisi lg circuit, remained steady

throughout the course of the three periodicities, so

that the phenomenon is not due to the growth and

subsequent disruption of an obstructive film over the

electrode surface.

Similar experiments were carried out with other

current densities# fig £7 shows the results of a

series of experiments with the same electrode {h)
_ y

at an anodic current of 4$x 10 a op# The electrode

was first polarised cathodioally at 156k I'"4 amp. for

5 mi .is., and after an interval of 5 mine., the anodic

current of 49*1")"^ amp. was started# The potential

fell slowly to +3#93 volt ana began to rise (curve

I £Lg# 27.) After/
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1700 saoe. the earrant was stopped and the experiment

restarted in the same way. In this case, the

potential fell i:i 2,600 sees, to 40.93 volt and ;.fter

4,050 eaos, a aaauea rise to -0,07 volt took place.

Sight periodicities were observed in 19.5^0 sees,

and when the experiment was discontinued the period¬

icities showed no sign of coming to an end.

Oaefc period has the same general form. After

the sadden rise, the potential falls slowly, bat at a

gradually increasing rate to 40*56 volt* At this

point, a Kaoh slower rate of change is e iconntered

and at 40.46 volt, a rapid drop to 40.93 volt takes

place. The potential soon reaches a minimum and

begins to rise slightly. After remaining constant,

for a time, at 40*86 volt, t&e potential snduanly

returns to a value slightly above the reversible

hydrogen potential for the solution. 'fable VI shows

the times for the different points on successive

peri ode.
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Table VI.

Time at which Time at which Time when
Period V = *0.36 volt V» *0*93 Volt rise takes

place
A, Az

j

1 2040 2640 4035
2760

1395

2 5880 6150 6795
2425

645

3 8500 .8780 9280
2200

440

4 10750 11060 11420
2160

360

5 12950 13230 13580
2090

350

6 1508^ 15380 15670
1810

290

7 17' 50 17340 17580
1770

240

8 18S1"1 19150 19350 200

A, Is the time interval between successive periods

and A,is the time interval between the minimum value

of the potential and the sadden rise. The slight

decrease in the period f A, ) is apparently due to the

decrease in Az •

It was also observed, that about 30 sees* before

the sudden rise, the value of the potential oscillated

rapidly over a range of about 0,06 volt, but it was

not found possible to record these oscillations*

With larger currents a different type of period¬

icity was observed# The sudden rise of potent!*1

takes place from the end of the slow phase at *0*46

volt and the value after the return ie usually below
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the reversible hydrogen potential* tig 28 sfco.s the

result of a series of experiments ia which the
_ y

electron® (£) was anodically polarised at 15 • x 10 amp*

2he electrode was cathodioally polarised at 3*6 x loT*
amp. for 5 mi is. aad after aa interval of 5 mine**

the anodic current of 150 X 10 ~Y a ip was started (carve I)

She current was stopped when the potential reached

+1.36 volt* The ©itoerlme.it was restarted ia the

same way and curve II was obtained, hiother

repetition gave carve III in which two rises from

♦0*46 volt to -1*04 volt were observed before the

potential fell to 1+1*0 volt* The current was

stopped at this point and the electrode oathodical'ly

polarised at 3*6 * IT**' a up, for 3" mi is• Anodic

polarisation with the same current as before

-15-' *10""r amp* gave carve IV showing two small

penss before the pots iti .1 fell to +1*44 volt*

When this current was shopped, the potential rose

spontaneously ia 300 sees to -0*00 volt and a

sabsequent anodic polarisation gave carve V showing

4 rises from +0,46 volt.

Oith higher current densities the periodicities

become more rapid and irregular* tig 29 shows the
_Y

results for & curre it of 255 x 1"' The

electrode (f) was again cathodically polarised each
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time vd tli a •.#t1.3pre.1t of x 10"^ amp for 5 aid®.# and

then sno&ically polarised .ut 25151 X"-"Y amp* dorvee

for experiments I, II, il i I showed 10 discontinuities,

but tie fourth gave three rises from about +0,46 volt

aid the fifth attempt gave a si lilar curve also ith

three returns#

-y
A current of 660 x10 amp, at this electrode

gave one rise from +0,46 volt to +0,06 volt before the

potential fell to +1*0 volt, but another electrode

having the same apparent area, showed eight retnrns

from +0,44 volts at 605, 703, 775, 830, 872, 915,

950, 977 sees with this current# On this oecassioa,

however, the String Galvanometer arrangement for

measuring the potential was in use and It was impossible

to follow the complete coarse of the carves, and

the experiment has not yet been repeated with the

Lindemaan Sleotrometer apparatus. io periodicities

have bee 1 observed at a current of 1500 * 1°~7 amp.

Later experiments showed that previous cathodio

polarisation was unnecessary for periodicity, 1

electrode (1), in the same solution, which had

received some oathodic polarisation with small currents,

bat no anodic polarisation ana had remained uncd storbed

for a weed, was .aaodioally polarised with a current

of 62 x 10"7onj(». i'he potential fell to *1,54 volt in

720 eec, (fig 30 curve 1), At this point/
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At this point, the current wae stopped sad the po¬

tential returned in 625 sees to -0.05 volt. The

same anodic current wae restarted sad the potential

fell rapidly to *>0.96 volt and then began to rise

slowly to *9.86 volt. After 888 sees the potential

suddenly returned to the neighbourhood of the original

value {-9.-5 volt) and began to fall again (fig 30

curve II). The same process wae repeated but the

second rise took place after a longer time interval.

After the third return, the periods took: similar

form and eighteen were observed in 17.6 0 sees. 'When

the current was stopped the periodicities showed no

sign of coming to an end. Table VII shows the times

of the returns and the tiie Interval, A , between

each#
Table VII

Rise Time boo * A Rise Time sec. A
1930

1

£

3

4

5

6

7

e

9

888

1811

£855

3989

£-128

6228

7299

8333

9369

923

1944

1134

1139

1100

1962

1943

1927

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19,399

11,345

12,268

13.165

14,059

14,937

15,808

16,714

17,616

955

923

897

885

887

871

996

904-
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A summary of the experiments r. do vrl th aLectro&es

EI aad L ie given ia Sable fill* She --ario&ieities

may ha divided into two types? : •

fype •• - the potential falls slowly to a aiaiaom
vnloe+^*94 ana after rising slowly for & tine sadaealy

retaras to the original valae neer the reversible

hydrogen poteati tl.

Sype B - the retan tastes pi..<00 from the sad of the

arrest about *0.46 volt*

Sable VIII.

ifLecir'de 1 urreat (amp} ?y.-3 of
Periodicity

Jo. of
returns

Average
interval
when ste

&, 49 x I")-7 A to 008. 2530

1 62 x ID"7 A
•1 18 obs. 925

• V

Mr .
83 x 10~7 * 3 obe. 965

101 xio-7 B £ only 612

•T 150 xlT7 B 4 - only 420

f 260 * 10 "7 B 3 oaly 170

"■r

1J* 060 * 10 "7 B 1 oaly m

1 724 x 10"7 B 8 oaly 53

L 729 * 10"7 B 1 oaly 163

I 1500 * ID"7 - none



It is evident that as the current density Increases,

the time interval between successive returns decreases.

In the case of Type A curves, the periodicities appear

to continue, indefinitely, but Type B show only a small

and variable number of returns.

During later experiments, transitional oases

showing both types (A and B) of periodicities were

observed. A platinum electrode, (Li) of lsq, cm, area

and ,C01cm* thickness, in fresh electrolyte, had

received only a few seconds oathodio polarisation with

email currents. It was then aaodioaliy polarised with

a current of 62 x 1*'' amp. The variation of potential of

the electrode with tine is shown in fig, 31# The

potential fell rapidly to about *1,0 volt find began to

z*ise slowly and on reaching *0,9 volt suddenly returned

to -0,0? volt (type A), The potential then fell very

slowly with the characteristic arrest beginning at

+0,36 volt, Oa reaching +0,5 volt, four returns of

type B were observed and the potential then fell to

+0,9 volt and subsequently returned to -0,07 volt as in

type A. The potential agaia fall very slowly to *0,4G

volt and then gave four returns of type E, followed by

one of type A and a subsequent slow fall. The experi¬

ment had to be discontinued at this point. Table IX

gives the times of the sudden returns for this ex crime it.



HO +1 Hk 4-L 41-0
+-1

4~U 4--4
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Table IS#

Return Minimum potential Time (sec) Abefore return

1

2

♦0.98

♦0.49

473

4410
3937

1196
2 ♦0.53 5606

679
4 ♦0.53 6285

60S
5 +0.55 6687

948
6 ♦0.94 7835

5355
7 ♦0.48 13190

1090
B ♦0.49 14280

645
9 ♦".55 14925

494
10 +0,58 15419

677
11 +0.96 16^36

Another electrode (o) of lsq. cm* area and #(04

cm. thickness behaved similarly, when polarised with

the same current. The following sequence of period¬

icities was observed - one of tyre Ik, five of type B,

one of type A, four of type B. ate#
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pi sonssioa.

When an electrode is aao&ically polarised, the

change of potential of the electrode with ti ue is,

according to the concept already developed.

>'

where i is the current passed a ad i is the depolar-

isatioa current. Since B is snail, thea ^mast
be large aalese i ' is oomparable with i.

la the experiments described above, it has beea

shown, that may aader oertaia circa,stances

become negative. This can o fly happen when i ' is

greater than i, and so long as this state holes, the

potential mast rise, and will only fall again when

i 1 becomes less than i.

The periodicities take place between the limits

•0.07 volt and *1.0 volt and hence the depolsrisation

can iot take place by the discharge of negative ions.

The oily possible source of depoiariser is, therefor^,

hydrogen is some form - ...olecnl r hydrogen inthe

eolation, adsorbed hydrogen on the electrode or

atomic hydrogen dissolved in the metal,

reviooB cathodic polarisation is apparently

not necessary for the appearance £ periodicities

and it is sigtificant that the phenomenon only

appears la many oases after the third or fourth

anodic polarisation. aother important factor is



the arrest between *0.36 volt aid *0.46 volt which is

la every experime it has been observed to precede the

production of periodicities. It is therefore possible

that some depolarisatio.i process occurring in this

region, may at lo er potentials, cause the value of

i ' to exceed that of i.

A feasible mechanism, suggested by ihr J.A.Y.

Butler, is put forward tentatively as a working

hypothesis.

Since the possibility of the discharge of negative

ions is excluded, then the only pr cess whereby the

transfer of electricity roes the electrode boundary

may take pi ce, appears to be the ionisaii ,a of

hydrogen. The final stage ionisation potential of

molecular hydrogen is about IS volte, and according

to Gurnay (13) it is not possible for hydrogen

molecules in solution to give up electrons to the

metal from a distance. It is this probably that the

electrons passi ig into the metal are derived from

adsorbed hydrogen* The mechanism of the periodicities

may then take pl.ee as follows:- At about *0.4 volt

the first stage ionization of adsorbed hydrogen

molecules occurs .coording to the equation

Hi * H* + £ . 4 1 1
Since the dissociation energy of the ion



(iri the gaeseous state) is only 2.6 electron-volts

and the hydration energy of H+ is of the order of

8 electron-volts, it ie probable that la contact

with the solution B * is unstable and dissociates,

the hydrogen ion becoming hydrated ana the hydrogen

atom passing into the electrode. There are now two

processes whereby the transfer of electricity from

the eolation may occur* namely by (1) and by the

process
+

N(pt) ~ + ^
It is suggested that, for some reason which Is

at present obscure but may possibly be connected with

the diffusion of hydrogen atoms into platinum, the

rate of process (2) may suddenly increase to a value

greater than that necessary for the passage of a

c astaat current. The potential difference will

then rise, until the rate of (£) is adjusted to the

current passing. The subsequent slow fall shows

the gradual depletion of hydrogen in the metal.

Ultimately potentials are reached at which process

(1) occurs and the sequence begins again.

A much more detailed investigation of all the

circumstances is, however, required to confirm this.
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Decay of the Hydrogen Qvervoltage at Here try ISleotrodea•

According to Gurneye1 equation (p. 9* ) the rate

of transfer of electrons from a a electrode to hydrogen

ions,in the abeeice of other depolsrlsatiou processes is

low, If the electrode is brought to a poteitial

7, and the polarising current is stopped, the transfer

of electrons will continue at the rate given by this

equation# Since no current is being supplied, the

effect of these transfers will be to reduce the

potential difference across the double layer*

Bowdea has determined the quantity of electricity

required for a given change of the potential difference

(page )• If idt is the quantity of electricity

to cause change cLV then
M = -L lo,
it 3 >2)

where B = 6»0><10"~<' ooulombs per volt change of

potential at mereory electrodes of leq. cm. area.

Combining (1) and (2) the potential will therefore

change according to

l K[H*]Te

m
it

K[H+]T Eo-E. - FV

3

or
it



7A

or e w d\l = dt

Integi'ating between the Unite Ve and 7

H
[t - tj

hT
FV lv

e^I.
T=V rvo

0 2RT — e 2.RT k' F

or " *'**
x' f r i —sfe

t - i = 4- v^Ft - tj.e
FVo

3'zltT [t - to].
bat K'e"2^ « i<>

where i0 is the original polarisiig current, and

taking t - 0
(h-%lF -p •••• - I +

Taking :V5 3 2-^T = .120
we have

V - V0 = • 120. Jo^j I + ^fCt])
The value of the factor of t depems on the current

need for Betting up the overvoitage. 1'huB when
— 3

i
Q = 1 x 10 amp#

Flo - 2-3o3 X ;O'3 _ 2-3 V >0"3 _ 3.7 y 10*
J.2HT (, x icr1'y-i2o ~ 12 v io~b ~

V ~ V0 = '120. Io£io( I + 3-2 -x 10 *t)
It is eviueit that when "tn is greater than 1 second

this iiiay be written

V - Vc =• -120. lo^io 3-2* 10*t
or dV

v

cL[ lo^t)
■I 20

i.e. after the first fraction of a second, the decay

of the overvoitage should be such that V plotted
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against log t gives a linear rel itioa the slope being

♦120.

Experiments on the rate of decay of overvoltage

at a mercury electrode were accordingly carried oat,

with carefully petrified electrolyte saturated with

hydrog a, ia a cell of type p. She Liademana

arrangement for measuring potentials was used aad

simultaneously vjlth each reading, the time was observed

oa a Ytaner it op Watch*

Carres (fig 32) for the rate of decay, agreeing

excellently with the theoretical were obtained if the

initial potential of the electrode lid not exceed

-1,0 volt and the tine of polarisati n w s short*



At initial potentials greater than -1.1 volt nuoh

slower rates of dsoay were observed, She results for

one series of observations at a osrrent deisity of

10 ~l amp and ia iaitial voltage of -Wv. are givea

Carve I Shows the decay of potential after the first

polarisation aid the quicker rate is probably uue to

a trace of oxygen in the eolation. Carve £ represents

the decay after the second polarisation and this agrees

well 7/1' h the theoretical. Subsequent pol rlsatloas

3 id 4' give rise t ji iaach slower rates of decay of

potential. In +hlf> 6enes , cm auxiliary mercury
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cathode was polarised for about 30 hoars previous to

the measureaente -of decay and daring part of the time

the eolation was vigorously stirred# The possibility

of the slow rates of decay, given by corvee 4.-9 ,

being duo to traces of alkali me tale, is not thereby

definitely excluded, bat it is probable that ioniaction

of hydrogen uiesolved in the mercury, daring the

previous oathodic polarieati.a, onuses the alow rate

of decay#
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nummary*

Section I*

(1) A study has been made of the anode and oathodio

polarisation of platinum electrodes in eolations

saturated with hydrogen and v& th oxygen at current
_ j

densities between 1 and ®0x.'3M3 amp#

(2) The results differ frcsa the similar observations

of Bowdea, made with higher current densities, mainly
.

in the positions of the arrests, which are shown to be

dependent on the current density,

(2) The course of the curves has been shown to be

in accordance with the equation

sft ■ i - *
■

where B is the capacity of the double layer, i is the

current passing and i' is the depol .risation current#

The value of i ' may be represented by an equation

of the form .u

l' = K. x e

(4) In the anodic polarisation of electrodes in

hydr gen saturated solution, two depol&risati ,n

processes are observed at about +0,4 volt and +1*1

volt* It is lot possible to identify the nature

of these processes with certainty, bat it is suggested

that they are due to the transfer of electrons to the

electrode, in the first case, from fc./drogea in a state

dependent on the previous oathable polarisation

and in the second, from hydrogen molecules present

in the solution.



(5) la the eathodio polarisation of electrodes,

which hair© previously he©a anodioally solarised, one

each depolari cation process is ohserved* This

depolarisatioi process has been shown to give rise, at

zero current density* to a potential difference of

about +0»86 volt* The poteatial, at which an arrest

is observed, is displaced more towards negative

poteatials, the greater the car e it density. The

existence of an oxide £L la on the platinum has bean

shown to he improbable and the effect observed, is

ascribed to depol*.irisation by oxygen present in the

B- lotion,

(6) A ethod for carrying oat electrodetrio

titrations with oxygen electrodes, has been (described.

Section II*

fl) A similar study has been made of the polarisation

carves of gold electrodes*

( ) In the anodic polarisation of electrodee in

hydrogen saturated eolation, the two uepolarleatioa

processes, observed at 4-0,5 volt and *1.3 volt, are

similar to those recorded for platinum electrodes.

They are, however, not bo clearly defined.

(3) In the oathodic polarisation of electrodes,

which have previously been aaooically polarised,

two depolarization reactions at 4-0.9 volt and 4-0.2

volt are observed. The first depolarization process



has bsea shown, to "be due to the redaction of a visible

film of gold oxide and the second is probably due to

depolarieation by oxygen in'the solution*

f4) The formation of gold oxide daring anodic

polarisation and the decomposition daring oathodic

polarisat*on and by addition of reducing agents has

been investigated.

Section III*

(1) In the coarse of the investigation of the

behaviour of platinum electrodes, anodically

polarised with very email current densities, a

striking case of electrochemical periodicity has been

discovered*

(2) A preliminary investigation of the conditions

giving rise to these periodicities has been made*

(3) A tentative theory, to account for the

phenomenon, has been advanced.

Section IV.

(1) The decay of the ovarvoltage of mercary

electrodes after cathodio polarisation in hydrogen

saturated solutions has been investigated,

(2) Provided that the original overvoltage does

not exceed 1.0 volt, the decay curves are in
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excellent agreement with a theoretical equation

derived from Gurney's theory of aLactrolyeis#

(3) When, however, the original overvoltage exceeds

1*0 volt, much slower rates of decay are observed,

which may be due to the solution of atomic hydrogen

in the mercury.

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to

Br J • 1 *V • Butler for his deep interest in the work:

and for his many valuable suggestions*

I also wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to

the Department of Scientific and Industrial Hesearch

for a grant, held during session 1931-32.
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